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ABSTRACT 

Social discounting has been attracting attention in behavioral psychology, econophysics, and neuroeconomics. Several 
mathematical models have been proposed for social discounting; exponential discounting, hyperbolic discounting, a 
q-exponential discounting model based on Tsallis’ statistics. In order to experimentally examine the mathematical 
characteristics of the q-exponential social discounting models for gain and loss in humans, we estimated the parameters 
of the q-exponential social discounting models by assessing the points of subjective equality (indifference points) at 
seven social distances. We observed that gain was more steeply social-discounted than loss. Usefulness of the q-expo- 
nential social discounting model in social physics, econophysics, and cultural neuroeconomics are discussed. 
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1. Introduction 

Applications of mathematical functions originally deve- 
loped in mathematical and statistical physics to social 
sciences such as behavioral economics and neuroeco- 
nomics have been attracting attention [1-13]. These ap- 
plications have started to elucidate anomalous human be- 
haviors such as irrationality in individual decision mak- 
ing (e.g., hyperbolic temporal discounting [14] and altru- 
ism [11]). 

A human social discount function measures the value 
to a person of a reward to another person at a given so- 
cial distance [11,15,16]. Social discounting as a function 
of social distance’s effect on value of a reward was ex- 
perimentally investigated [15,16]. For mathematically 
modeling social discounting behavior, several models 
were proposed: exponential discounting [15,16]; hyper- 
bolic discounting [15,16], and q-exponential discounting 
[11]. The exponential social discounting model [15] is: 
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where V(N) is a subjective value of a reward which an- 
other person at social distance N receives and  is an 
exponential social discount rate (:=
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exponential social discount rate is constant across social 
distance. The hyperbolic social discounting model [15] 
is: 
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where V(N) is a subjective value of a reward which an- 

other person at social distance N receives and  is a 
hyperbolic social discount rate (:=

hk
   V N V N ) at 

social distance N = 0. The hyperbolic social discount rate 
is a decreasing function of social distance N. [15] and [16] 
reported that American subjects social-discounted mone- 
tary gain hyperbolically, rather than exponentially.  

In order to generalize and unify these social discount- 
ing models, [11] proposed the q-exponential social dis- 
counting model based on deformed algebra developed in 
Tsallis’ statistics. The q-exponential social discounting 
model [11] is: 
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where V(N) is a subjective value of a reward which an- 
other person at social distance N receives,  is a 
q-exponential social discount rate (:=

qk
   V N V N ) at 

social distance N = 0, and 1 – q indicates the deviation of 
subject’s social discounting from exponential discounting. 
Namely, when q = 0, Equation (3) is equivalent to Equa- 
tion (2), and when , Equation (3) is equivalent to 
Equation (1). Therefore, it can be said that q < 1 indicates 
the degree of interpersonal inconsistency in social choice. 
Note that larger social discount rates indicate stronger 
selfishness (weak generosity). Although the q-exponen- 
tial function has been developed no study to date ex- 
perimentally determined parameters in the q-exponential 
discounting model (Equation (3)), which is one of the 
objectives of the present study. 
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Studies in temporal discounting have revealed that 
gain is more steeply discounted than loss which is re- 
ferred to as “sign effect” [13,17,18]. However, to date, 
no study examined social discounting of loss. Social dis- 
counting of loss is a measure of psychological tendency 
for allocation of social cost among people. Our present 
study is the first to experimentally examine social dis- 
counting behavior in the loss domain. Furthermore, there 
are cultural differences in temporal and probability dis- 
counting [10,19], indicating the importance of examining 
social discounting behavior by culturally different sub- 
jects from North Americans. The present study experi- 
mentally determined parameters in the q-exponential so- 
cial discounting model (as well as exponential and hy- 
perbolic social discounting models) for gain and loss in 
Japanese subjects. 

2. Method 

2.1. Participants 

Twenty-six (13 male and 13 female, aged 20 - 21 years 
old) volunteers at Hokkaido University participated in 
the experiment. They conducted social discounting tasks 
for gain and loss, for their parameters of social discount- 
ing models to be estimated. 

2.2. Procedure 

We utilized similar experimental procedures as [16] in 
the social discounting tasks. We also conducted a social 
discounting task for loss, in addition to for gain. Firstly, 
participants were seated individually in a quiet room, and 
face the experimenter across a table. After that, partici- 
pants received the simple instruction that the monetary 
gain and loss in this experiment were hypothetical, but 
the experimenter wanted you to think as though it were 
real money. In order to elicit the perception of other sub- 
jects at various social distances, the participants were 
instructed as: 

The following experiment asks you to imagine that you 
have made a list of the 100 people closest to you in the 
world ranging from your dearest friend or relative at po- 
sition #1 to a mere acquaintance at #100. The person at 
number one would be someone you know well and is 
your closest friend or relative. The person at #100 might 
be someone you recognize and encounter but perhaps 
you may not even know their name. You do not have to 
physically create the list—just imagine that you have 
done so. 

Next you will be asked to make a series of judgments 
based on your preferences. On each line you will be 
asked if you would prefer to receive an amount of money 
for yourself versus an amount of money for the person 
listed. Please circle A or B for each line. 

The A-column listed 9 amounts decrementing by 
¥1000 (about US$10) on each line between ¥8500 and 
¥500. The money amounts decreased from ¥8500 to ¥500 
as above in the descending condition; while the order was 
reversed in the ascending condition. Column-B differed 
on each page by social distance [N]. The seven social 
distances were: 1, 2, 5, 10, 20, 50, and 100. On each line, 
participants were asked to choose between an amount of 
money for themselves and ¥7500 for Person-N. Cross- 
over points were obtained for each participant at each 
tested N-value. The crossover point was estimated as the 
average of the last selfish (Column-A) choice and the 
first generous (Column-B) choice. Finally, the indiffer- 
ence point (a subjective value of the reward which an- 
other person at social distance N receives, i.e., V(N) in 
Equations (1)-(3)) is computed as the average of the 
crossover points in the descending and ascending condi- 
tions. It is to be noted that for the social discounting task 
for loss, monetary rewards above were replaced with 
monetary loss (i.e., taking money away from person N). 

2.3. Data Analysis 

The analytical strategy of statistical procedures in the 
present study was similar to that in our previous studies 
on intertemporal choice models [3-7,10,13,14]. We fitted 
the three types of the social discount model equations (i.e. 
Equations (1)-(3)) to the behavioral data of indifference 
points with the Gauss-Newton algorithm (R statistical 
language, non-linear modeling package), and the fitness 
of each equation was estimated with AIC (Akaike Infor- 
mation Criterion) values, which is the most standard cri- 
terion for the fitness of mathematical model to observed 
data, following previous studies [3-7,10,14]. It is to be 
noted that smaller AIC values correspond to better fitting 
(better fitting in terms of smaller AIC indicates a better 
tradeoff between overfitting and poor fitting). For the es- 
timation of parameters in the social discounting models, 
we did not fix V(0) (i.e., V(0) was also estimated from 
behavioral data), following previous studies on social 
discounting [15,16]. All statistical procedures were con- 
ducted with R statistical language (The R Project for Sta- 
tistical Computing). 

3. Results 

First, we estimated the parameters in the three types of 
social discounting models by fitting the three types of 
equations (Equations (1)-(3)) to group median data of the 
indifference points at the social distances. The fitted q- 
exponential social discount curves were drawn in Figure 
1(a) for gain and Figure 1(b) for loss. After fitting each 
model to the group data, we calculated AIC with best-fit 
parameters as an index of fitness (see Table 1 for esti- 
mated parameters and AICs). The orders of the AICs for 
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Figure 1. The q-exponential social discounting of gain (a) and loss (b). The horizontal axis is social distance and the vertical 
axis is subjective value of outcome which person at the social distance receives (a) or pays (b). 
 

Table 1. Parameters and AIC (Akaike Information Criterion) for social discounting models for gain and loss. 

 Gain Loss 

 Exponential Hyperbolic q-Exponential Exponential Hyperbolic q-Exponential 

AIC 103.9165 92.56819 93.58463 113.957 103.5479 98.60869 

k 0.02565 0.05151 0.04616 0.01782 0.03623 0.05699 

V 5250 5683 5616 7001 7555 7901.001 

q   0.1669   –0.72685 

Note that smaller AIC indicates better fitting. Note that smaller AIC indicates better fitting. For social discounting of gain, the orders of goodness-of-fit was 
[Hyperbolic > q-Exponential > Exponential]; while for loss [q-Exponential > Hyperbolic > Exponential]. 
 
group data were [Exponential discounting > q-exponen- 
tial discounting > hyperbolic discounting] for social dis- 
counting of gain; while [Exponential discounting > hy- 
perbolic discounting > q-exponential discounting] for so- 
cial discounting of loss (note that smaller AIC corre- 
sponds to better fitting). The q-exponential social dis- 
count- ing model (Equation (3)) best fitted the behavioral 
data of social discounting of loss; while the hyperbolic 
social discounting (Equation (2)) best fitted the behav- 
ioral data of social discounting of gain. In both gain and 
loss, social discounting was more interpersonal-inconsis- 
tent than exponential discounting (i.e., q < 1). Further- 
more, as can be seen from Figure 1, gain was more 
steeply social-discounted than loss at large social dis- 
tances. 

models were characterized q values smaller than 1 for 
both gain and loss, indicating interpersonal inconsistency 
in human social choice, irrespective of the sign of social 
outcomes. Moreover, it was revealed that social loss is 
less greatly discounted than social gain, at large social 
distances. This indicates people are more other-regarding 
for socially-distant people when social loss is concerned, 
in comparison to social gain. These finding indicate so- 
cial discounting of loss is distinct from social discounting 
of gain. This distinction should be investigated in future 
studies in mathematical physics of human decision-mak- 
ing and behavioral neuroeconomics. 

Previous studies examined the sign effects in temporal 
and probability discounting [13,20]. Future mathematical 
psychological studies should examine these effects by 
employing the q-exponential functions, because the q-ex- 
ponential function is a generalization of both hyperbolic 
and exponential functions and better fit the behavioral 
data than exponential functions for both gain and loss. 
Our previous study demonstrated that introducing psy- 
chological time in the analysis reduces time-inconsis- 
tency in intertemporal choice [13]. Future studies should  

4. Discussion 

To our knowledge, this study is the first to experimen- 
tally examine social discounting behavior for gain and 
loss, by utilizing the q-exponential discounting model 
based on deformed algebra developed in Tsallis’ thermo- 
statistics. Our results demonstrated that the q-exponential  
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investigate whether the interpersonal inconsistency in 
social discounting is mitigated by considering the non- 
linearity of perceived social distance. 
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